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Making a Case for Beamed Power
Does it make sense?

Cross-domain
• Space-to-Moon
• Space-to-Earth

Intra-domain
• Earth-to-Earth
• Space-to-Space
• Moon-to-Moon 

“Power can be, and at no distant date will be, transmitted without wires, for 
all commercial uses, such as the lighting of homes and the driving of 
aeroplanes. In years to come wireless lights will be as common on the 
farms as ordinary electric lights are nowadays in our cities.” 

(Nikola Tesla, The American Magazine, April 1921)
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Imagine a clean slate . . . 1850, before fossil fuels were widely used to produce power and before power lines were around to distribute powerEvery minute enough of the Sun’s energy reaches the Earth’s surface to meet the world’s energy demands for a whole year. Combine this powerful energy source with other readily available energy sources like wind, moving water and geothermal heat, it almost seems incredulous that our human population depends on the burning of fossil fuels to meet nearly all of its energy demandsIdea of collecting power in space and beaming it to the ground is not new• Seen in Isaac Asimov’s 1941 short story “Reason”Benefits include reduced ground infrastructure requirements and clean power generation• No need for power plants, generators, miles of power lines, or heavy batteries• Only need ground rectenna or photovoltaic to convert beamed signal into currentDespite benefits, solar power beaming has historically been infeasible• Arrays required were technologically prohibitive• Too large, too heavy, too inflexible, and too costly to put into orbitEarth-to-EarthExisting, but limited scope and vulnerable generation/distribution systemMoon-to-Moon No existing infrastructureFewer human vulnerabilities, but more natural vulnerabilitiesNo atmospheric losses, but no atmospheric protectionSpace-to-SpaceSpace-to-MoonSpace-to-EarthVulnerable to human and naturalCompeting with terrestrial generation/distributionAtmospheric losses without ionospheric protection
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Recent SPS Activities in China
Nxinbin Hou, Li Wang; Qian Xuesen Laboratory of Space Technology
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Note:  Microwave power transmission is ~0.095 in the MegaWatt range, but ~0.90 in the GigaWatt range, which accounts for the order of magnitude difference.Kyle Montgomery, Advanced Space Power, AFRL/RV:Solar cell efficiency of 40% is way above the current state-of-practice. The latest “next-gen” products hitting the market now are in the 32-33% BOL range. We are funding working looking at an architecture that might get us to 35% BOL, but even that may be a stretch. Beyond that, I do not see any feasible way to get to 40%, aside from doing concentration on the array, or doing some wild cell design that would be incredibly expensive and not mass-manufacturable, as would be needed for this system. This point is really what I found most interesting about this Chinese analysis. I highly doubt they are doing anything radically different in terms of solar cell designs. So, either they are just saying that their system case does not close with anything less than 40%, or their just blowing smoke, or there is some other nefarious reason for using this as the starting point.Their 90% efficiency for “Space environment effect(EOL)” is also interesting. I know they are looking at GEO, but not sure of mission lifetime. 90% remaining factor at EOL is highly optimistic. Generally something closer to 85% for a more “standard” mission profile (~15 year in GEO) is assumed.
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Note:  Microwave power transmission is ~0.095 in the MegaWatt range, but ~0.90 in the GigaWatt range, which accounts for the order of magnitude difference.For array size, keep in mind that the solar irradiance/power on orbit is ~1366 W/m2. So, if you do assume a 40% solar cell (546 W/m2 converted), and you need 24MW (at BOL?), and just assume 100% cell packing factor (unrealistic, but an upper bound), then you would need an array of the size 43,956 m2. I am not quite sure what their x, y, and z dimensions exactly refer to, so not sure how their sizing compares.Another interesting note is their assumption of a 500V solar array module. That is certainly problematic from an arcing perspective, and would have to have some massive mitigations to prevent the array from burning itself up.
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Space Solar State-of-the Art
Dr Kyle Montgomery, Advanced Space Power, AFRL/RV

Where We Have Been – Space Solar Cells

Source: P. Sharps, 33rd IEEE PVSC, 2008

Theoretical Limits

Shift Towards Enabling New Capabilities

Credit: https://www.wired.com/2014/03/space-solar/

Credit: https://spacenews.com/op-ed-the-move-from-survivability-to-resilience/

Credit: http://environment.umn.edu/discovery/game-changing-research/

Space System Resilience

Game ChangingSpace 
Solar Power
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Kyle MontgomeryI would probably include the PV efficiency timeline, as that does a nice job of illustrating where PV has come, and the side figure on that chart shows the law of diminishing returns with respect to Multijunction solar cell architectures. Main point being that we can only push PV efficiency so far, and we are likely nearly the practical limits within the next 5 years. 
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Making a Case for Beamed Power
Does it make sense?

Cross-domain
• Space-to-Moon
• Space-to-Earth

Intra-domain
• Earth-to-Earth
• Space-to-Space
• Moon-to-Moon 

“Power can be, and at no distant date will be, transmitted without wires, for 
all commercial uses, such as the lighting of homes and the driving of 
aeroplanes. In years to come wireless lights will be as common on the 
farms as ordinary electric lights are nowadays in our cities.” 

(Nikola Tesla, The American Magazine, April 1921)
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Imagine a clean slate . . . 1850, before fossil fuels were widely used to produce power and before power lines were around to distribute powerEvery minute enough of the Sun’s energy reaches the Earth’s surface to meet the world’s energy demands for a whole year. Combine this powerful energy source with other readily available energy sources like wind, moving water and geothermal heat, it almost seems incredulous that our human population depends on the burning of fossil fuels to meet nearly all of its energy demandsIdea of collecting power in space and beaming it to the ground is not new• Seen in Isaac Asimov’s 1941 short story “Reason”Benefits include reduced ground infrastructure requirements and clean power generation• No need for power plants, generators, miles of power lines, or heavy batteries• Only need ground rectenna or photovoltaic to convert beamed signal into currentDespite benefits, solar power beaming has historically been infeasible• Arrays required were technologically prohibitive• Too large, too heavy, too inflexible, and too costly to put into orbitEarth-to-EarthExisting, but limited scope and vulnerable generation/distribution systemMoon-to-Moon No existing infrastructureFewer human vulnerabilities, but more natural vulnerabilitiesNo atmospheric losses, but no atmospheric protectionSpace-to-SpaceSpace-to-MoonSpace-to-EarthVulnerable to human and naturalCompeting with terrestrial generation/distributionAtmospheric losses without ionospheric protection
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Alternate Architecture for Beamed Space Power
1MW Configuration

• Collection aperture size challenge 
• Constellation challenge
• Orbit challenge
• In-space assembly challenge
• Resiliency challenge
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The US Military Wants Tiny Road Mobile Nuclear Reactors
Joseph Trevithick
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Walking Away From Space Nuclear
Jeff Waksman, Strategic Capabilities Office
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Why did humans (US and international) go away from nuclear in space?1958 wasn’t as cheap as fossil fuelsIraq/Afghan illustrated cost of fuel transport (58% of casualties)Jeff Waksman, SCO:In terms of why the US walked away from space-based nuclear power, that's really an editorial topic rather than objective fact, but broadly speaking NASA has not really taken nuclear power seriously since the end of the Apollo/Saturn V era. The one serious attempt to restart it was the Prometheus program, which I'm sure you are familiar with, but that program got cut to come up with the billions needed to get the Space Shuttle back flying after the Columbia disaster. Originally, NASA wanted nuclear rockets for getting people to Mars, but since there has never been a tangible humans-to-Mars program there has been no reason to invest money seriously in it.In terms of space reactors, the biggest regulatory impediment is a reform of the regulations governing spacecraft launch for nuclear systems. The hurdles are primarily political, not science. Engineers understand why a fresh uranium nuclear reactor is safer to launch than a Pu-238 RTG, but the general public is not going to understand that, and there will be significant protests whenever NASA announces an intention to do an NTP launch.Max Chaiken, NASA Glenn:SNAP-10A: Flown 1965SP-100: Designed 1983-1995, no nuclear testingPrometheus: Designed 2003-2005, no nuclear testingFirst new fission reactor design fully tested in 40 YearsKRUSTY was first space nuclear hardware test in >50 yearsMark Scherbarth, AFRL/RVE:Why did humans (US & Int'l) go away from nuclear in space? First understand/appreciate nuclear history – space & terrestrialNuclear research & capabilities grew substantially from late 1800’s through end of WWIIEurope (Germany, Denmark, Britian, Hungary, etc.) led the way until 1930’s & 1940’s when personnel and expertise shifted to the U.S. and the Manhattan ProjectPost WWII a handful of other countries developed nuclear technologies for peacetime and wartime usageNuclear power research initially focused on exo-atmospheric, subterranean and deep sea testing (e.g., U.S. conducted x tests between 19xx – 19xx)Peacetime terrestrial applications focused on clean, energy-efficient systems for electrical power generation (vice coal)Civil space applications (e.g., NASA, Russian Space Agency) focused on Radioisotope Power Systems (RPS) and some Fission Power Systems (FPS)Military applications expounded to nuclear-powered submarines, smaller systems for ICBMs/SLBMsTest Results of nuclear applications and several real world disasters swayed government & public opinion on nuclear safety/securityAdvancement of other technologies and energy research with lower cost and without nuclear’s safety/security concerns exasperated the departure from considering nuclear
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Jeff Waksman, SCO:NASA is finally getting serious again, just in the past couple of months, on nuclear power for space, for a variety of reasons, both to do directly with the Moon 2024 plan and also with Washington DC politics. You can say publicly that NASA and DOD are working together now to make sure that technological development of my reactor and the NASA NTP demo are as synced as possible, on materials, fuel, regulatory issues, etc.Max Chaiken, NASA Glenn:Flight demonstration checklistStirling Converters Power Sizing – Higher power Stirling engines to increase system reliabilityHigh Enriched Uranium (HEU) vs Low Enriched Uranium (LEU)LEU systems have more mass than HEU systemsLEU requires lower TRL in-core heat pipes (not used on KRUSTY)LEU relaxes some of the security requirements (but materials handling reqs remain)LEU better for good-stewardship and non-proliferationAssembly, Test, and Launch Operations (ATLO)Control Architecture Reliability and Launch SafetyLaunching radioactive materials is relatively common due to use of Plutonium-238 Radio Thermal Generators (RTGs)Uranium metal has lower natural radioactivity (not during fission) than PlutoniumSystem not in fission during launchLunar Lander InterfaceLunar Lander SiteMark Scherbarth, AFRL/RVE:State of U.S. Space Nuclear Power (today)https://www.engineering.com/DesignerEdge/DesignerEdgeArticles/ArticleID/18844/The-Pentagon-Wants-a-Particle-Beam-Weapon.aspxPrior programs (e.g., SNAP, Prometheus, BEAR) made some progress but all halted due to a myriad of reasonsNASA Glenn’s Kilopower ProjectNASA Marshall’s NTP ProjectDoD’s Pele/agile military power program
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Walking Back To Space Nuclear -- Kilopower
Max Chaiken, NASA Glenn Research Center
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Jeff Waksman, SCO:NASA is finally getting serious again, just in the past couple of months, on nuclear power for space, for a variety of reasons, both to do directly with the Moon 2024 plan and also with Washington DC politics. You can say publicly that NASA and DOD are working together now to make sure that technological development of my reactor and the NASA NTP demo are as synced as possible, on materials, fuel, regulatory issues, etc.Max Chaiken, NASA Glenn:Flight demonstration checklistStirling Converters Power Sizing – Higher power Stirling engines to increase system reliabilityHigh Enriched Uranium (HEU) vs Low Enriched Uranium (LEU)LEU systems have more mass than HEU systemsLEU requires lower TRL in-core heat pipes (not used on KRUSTY)LEU relaxes some of the security requirements (but materials handling reqs remain)LEU better for good-stewardship and non-proliferationAssembly, Test, and Launch Operations (ATLO)Control Architecture Reliability and Launch SafetyLaunching radioactive materials is relatively common due to use of Plutonium-238 Radio Thermal Generators (RTGs)Uranium metal has lower natural radioactivity (not during fission) than PlutoniumSystem not in fission during launchLunar Lander InterfaceLunar Lander Site
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Space Nuclear State of the Art
SCO Project Pele NASA Kilopower

• Design  Terrestrial (2023)  Space
• 1  10MWe
• <40tons (primarily shielding)  ??
• HEU  HALEU TRISO fuel
• Power in 2023

• Ground demo 2018  Space demo ??
• 1  10kWe
• EM electronics  Space-qualified
• HEU U235 fuel  ??
• Earth power in 2018
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Pele“Canisterized” (albeit not canisterized for space”).  Safe for truck transport ~ safe for space launch (i.e., “meltdown proof”)HALEU TRISO fuel (“functional containment” licensing strategy; 19% enriched U235 not weapons grade requires no protection)At the heart of the safety case for modular, high-temperature, gas-cooled reactorsKey component of the “functional containment” licensing strategyTRISO fuel has already been subjected to rigorous testing by DoE, eliminating the need for DOD/SCO to develop or qualify a new fuel.Silicon carbide keeps fission products sealed inside, meaning that a containment vessel failure is no longer necessarily catastrophic.Pellets as the first line of containment is a paradigm shift for nuclear regulations/safety. Even in case of destructive release of pellets, fission product release will be greatly reduced, leading to the possibility of a practical-sized evacuation zone for FOBs/ROBs.Extensible 1-10MWPlan is convective cooling, so would need mod for radiative coolingMost of weight (40tons) is shielding (somewhat unnecessary for unmanned space)KilopowerNovel integration of available U235 fuel, passive sodium heat pipes, and commercially-derived Stirling power conversionSuccessful KRUSTY test; First space nuclear hardware test in >50 yearsExtensible 1-10KWHigh TRL.  Readily available sodium heatpipes, commercial Sterling engines.redundant & fault tolerateHEU fuel (readily available; weapons grade requires protection; U235 in metal form)Throttleable (load following) – Fission rate passively follows power loadingSmall volume (1m^3, 400kg for 1KW; 1500kg for 10KW)Need to add  Startup using Boron Carbide control rod Radiation shielding Microgravity heat pipe operation Optimized engine sizing Heat rejection radiators Radiation tolerant electronics and controllersSafe for truck transport, before and after, safe for spaceMeltdown proof2019 NDAA directed to design, build, test, operate a small nuc reactor for DoD.  SCO got job.Electric grid is vulnerability, just as HUGE sc is vulnerableIdea is to localizeRussia has floating nuclear reactor for power, 20-30MWChina working to power island basesFuel – China and Russia have production lines?  Are they using weapons grade?TRISO fuel is at the heart of the safety case for modular high temp gas-cooled reactors.  Key component of the “functional containment” licensing strategy.  Intentionally not using weapons-grade (19% instead of 20% U235).  Russia and China are using weapons grade, which is why we want to drive the market.Unlike previous breaches, 50-100m exclusion zones translate to smaller casualty and hazard analysis launch radii.  Triso is more hearty than the containment vessel.Get TRISO Fuel:  A Paradigm Shift for Nuclear Power chart from Construction 2021.  On with power in 2023.Temp good 1800 for ~1-10MW, but radiative cooling.Most of the weight is shielding for turn off, then transport.  Space application you could strip off most of the weight.NASA KiloPower:KRUSTY – Kilopwer Reaction Using Sterling Technology testObjective:  Small nuclear reactor for space applications, 1-10KWAvailable U235 fuel in metal form.  Sodium heatpipes.  Commercial Sterling engines.  TAKE INVENTION OUT and make it about integration.SNAP-10a last oneSP-100 cancelled, as well as SNTPNo radiation tolerant electronicsHighly enriched UraniumThrottling?  Robust and throttleable, due to load followingDimensions?  1m^3 400kg for 1kw; 1500kg for 10kw100kw change to Brayton power conversion and the SCO fuelUranium less threatening than Plutonium when in decay and not in fission (e.g., launch), but higher fission powerTake exact KiloPower unit, make it flight ready, and deploy to lunar surface“Flight demonstration checklist” and “HEU vs LEU” slides from Max Chaiken at Glenn
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Hybrid High Ground
Lunar/Cislunar Domain Awareness/Control
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Overall Briefing is DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited.



Topics
• Recipe for a contested domain

• Hybrid Architecture

• Prepping the “battlefield”

• Opportunistic Layer

• Intentional/Conditional Layers

DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited.



Recipe for a Contested Domain
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History of the American West
• First explored > 12,000 years ago

• First “settled” > 700 years ago

• 1850 SITREP
• Increasingly acknowledged value
• Raw
• Contested

• How did the US achieve “control” over its adversaries?
• Superior awareness
• Superior communications, “precision” navigation and 

timing
• Superior logistics
• Control of power generation and distribution

DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited.
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Raw = Free of organized awareness, communications, navigation, timing, logistics, power generation or distribution networks



History of the Moon
• “Launched” from Earth > 4 billion years ago

• “Spaceship Moon” contains the following 
harvestable resources:

• Real estate, sub-surface shelter, 
gravity, water, oxygen, solar energy, 
no atmospheric interference or drag, 
TBD “other”

• Gravitational proximity to Earth GEO
• “Hiding places” on tidally locked far 

side and L2 

• 2019 SITREP
• Increasingly acknowledged value

• Civil
• Commercial

• Raw
• Contested?

DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited.
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Raw = Free of organized awareness, communications, navigation, timing, logistics, power generation or distribution networks



Hybrid Architecture
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Layers of the Hybrid Architecture
Hybrid 

Architecture

Intentional

Single Mission

Large Platform Distributed 
Platform Conditional Layer

Opportunistic

Commercial Allies

It is critical we know end-state deployment strategy as it will drive the 
requirements of the system or technology we develop

DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited.



Pillars of Distributed Satellite Systems

Autonomy Connectivity Performance Resilience Collaborative
Behavior

Distributed capability Reliability

Networked Learning
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Historical Objective:  Strategically Persistent Space Effects
(ISR/Missile Warning/PNT/Comm/Weather/SSA)

Objective:  Exquisite capability in all space 
mission areas in all Areas of Interest (AOIs) 
against all adversaries all the time.

DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited. 



Modern Threshold:  “Fight Through Solutions for a Contested Domain”

4

1

2

3

Objective:  Exquisite capability in all space 
mission areas in all Areas of Interest (AOIs) 
against all adversaries all the time.

Threshold:  Fight-through resilience of 
critical space effects in critical AOIs for 
critical time periods despite contesting 
adversaries.

• Contested:

1. Space Systems

2. Space Signals

3. Space Military Effectiveness

4. Space Domain

4
DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited.
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Space System ResiliencyObjective:  Fight-through the threat to the orbital system via:Re-distribution of constellation via maneuverEAGLE/MyCroft; Multi-Mode Propulsion; StratoLab: StratoOWLDisaggregation of mission to cross-domain constellationSSPIDR; Blackjack; Extraspace; Killer Bee; StratoLab: COLD STAR, Aether Link, Aether ShieldAutonomous data-to-information-to-response Timeline-of-Need EmploymentEAGLE/ARMR; REBEL; SOHIX; MSV TO-3; Killer Bee; Dodger StratoLab: COLD STAR, StratoOwl, REBEL LIDARSpace Signal ResiliencyObjective:  Fight-through the threat to the signal via:Reprogramming of constellation signalsNTS-3; Blackjack; SSPIDR; Extraspace, Malachite; StratoLab: COLD STAR/NanoSAR, StratoRadar, Polar Scout Yukon IISpace Effect ResiliencyObjective:  Fight-through the threat to the effectiveness of all space services in all AOIs all the time and provide Tactical Persistence via:Cross-Domain (cyber + ground + stratospheric + orbital) EffectsStratoLab: COLD STAR, Army Dynetics, ALTA CFT9 Link-16, Polar Scout Yukon II, Aether Link, Aether Shield, LEO Aerospace launch systemCross-Enterprise (DoD + IC + civil + commercial + international) EffectsBlackjack; Killer Bee; SOHIX; StratoLab: Polar Scout Yukon IIGraduated Tip-and-Cue Employment CONOPSKiller Bee EUCOM PNT; EUCOM MW; EUCOM ISR; SOHIX Fusion Engine; StratoLab: TRIPPWIRE, COLD STAR, Polar Scout Yukon IIModular Open System Approach (MOSA) Timeline-of-Need Deployment NTS-3 HPIU; Blackjack Pit Boss; ESPA:  EAGLE, SSPIDR, DSX, Extraspace, Killer Bee;  CUBESAT:  Polar Scout, Special Projects; StratoLab:  COLD STARSpace Domain ResiliencyObjective:  Fight-through the threat to the orbital domain exploited to provide wide-area, survivable, covert effects via:Remediation of the orbital domain



Prepping the “battlefield”
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Hybrid High Ground -- 1850 American West “Do Over”
• How should the US achieve “control” over its Domain?

• Superior awareness
• Surface or overhead or cross-domain sensors?
• Remote or proximity ops systems?
• South pole or far side or L2 or L1 or . . . ?

• Superior communications, “precision” navigation and timing
• Surface or overhead or cross-domain sensors?
• RF or optical sensors?

• Superior logistics
• Digital or material?

• Control of power generation and distribution
• Solar or nuclear source?
• Wires or wireless distribution?

DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited. 
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BACKUP
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Opportunistic Layer
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NASA Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS)
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NASA Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) Program
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NASA Small Sample Return
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Amazon Digital and Material Logistics Chain
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Tactical Power Generation
SCO Project Pele NASA Kilopower

• Design  Terrestrial (2023)  Space
• 1  10MWe
• <40tons (primarily shielding)  ??
• HEU  HALEU TRISO fuel
• Power in 2023

• Ground demo 2018  Space demo ??
• 1  10kWe
• EM electronics  Space-qualified
• HEU U235 fuel  ??
• Earth power in 2018
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Pele“Canisterized” (albeit not canisterized for space”).  Safe for truck transport ~ safe for space launch (i.e., “meltdown proof”)HALEU TRISO fuel (“functional containment” licensing strategy; 19% enriched U235 not weapons grade requires no protection)At the heart of the safety case for modular, high-temperature, gas-cooled reactorsKey component of the “functional containment” licensing strategyTRISO fuel has already been subjected to rigorous testing by DoE, eliminating the need for DOD/SCO to develop or qualify a new fuel.Silicon carbide keeps fission products sealed inside, meaning that a containment vessel failure is no longer necessarily catastrophic.Pellets as the first line of containment is a paradigm shift for nuclear regulations/safety. Even in case of destructive release of pellets, fission product release will be greatly reduced, leading to the possibility of a practical-sized evacuation zone for FOBs/ROBs.Extensible 1-10MWPlan is convective cooling, so would need mod for radiative coolingMost of weight (40tons) is shielding (somewhat unnecessary for unmanned space)KilopowerNovel integration of available U235 fuel, passive sodium heat pipes, and commercially-derived Stirling power conversionSuccessful KRUSTY test; First space nuclear hardware test in >50 yearsExtensible 1-10KWHigh TRL.  Readily available sodium heatpipes, commercial Sterling engines.redundant & fault tolerateHEU fuel (readily available; weapons grade requires protection; U235 in metal form)Throttleable (load following) – Fission rate passively follows power loadingSmall volume (1m^3, 400kg for 1KW; 1500kg for 10KW)Need to add  Startup using Boron Carbide control rod Radiation shielding Microgravity heat pipe operation Optimized engine sizing Heat rejection radiators Radiation tolerant electronics and controllersSafe for truck transport, before and after, safe for spaceMeltdown proof2019 NDAA directed to design, build, test, operate a small nuc reactor for DoD.  SCO got job.Electric grid is vulnerability, just as HUGE sc is vulnerableIdea is to localizeRussia has floating nuclear reactor for power, 20-30MWChina working to power island basesFuel – China and Russia have production lines?  Are they using weapons grade?TRISO fuel is at the heart of the safety case for modular high temp gas-cooled reactors.  Key component of the “functional containment” licensing strategy.  Intentionally not using weapons-grade (19% instead of 20% U235).  Russia and China are using weapons grade, which is why we want to drive the market.Unlike previous breaches, 50-100m exclusion zones translate to smaller casualty and hazard analysis launch radii.  Triso is more hearty than the containment vessel.Get TRISO Fuel:  A Paradigm Shift for Nuclear Power chart from Construction 2021.  On with power in 2023.Temp good 1800 for ~1-10MW, but radiative cooling.Most of the weight is shielding for turn off, then transport.  Space application you could strip off most of the weight.NASA KiloPower:KRUSTY – Kilopwer Reaction Using Sterling Technology testObjective:  Small nuclear reactor for space applications, 1-10KWAvailable U235 fuel in metal form.  Sodium heatpipes.  Commercial Sterling engines.  TAKE INVENTION OUT and make it about integration.SNAP-10a last oneSP-100 cancelled, as well as SNTPNo radiation tolerant electronicsHighly enriched UraniumThrottling?  Robust and throttleable, due to load followingDimensions?  1m^3 400kg for 1kw; 1500kg for 10kw100kw change to Brayton power conversion and the SCO fuelUranium less threatening than Plutonium when in decay and not in fission (e.g., launch), but higher fission powerTake exact KiloPower unit, make it flight ready, and deploy to lunar surface“Flight demonstration checklist” and “HEU vs LEU” slides from Max Chaiken at Glenn
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